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a b s t r a c t 

Symmetry analysis of Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) images in right and left eyes can lead to introduction 

of new biomarkers for early detection of eye diseases. In this study, we investigate the symmetry between two 

eyes by calculating local cup to disc ratio (CDR) from each B-scan based on fusion of fundus images and OCT 

B-scans. For this purpose, in the first phase, the OCT data of Optic Nerve Head (ONH) in right and left eyes are 

aligned by finding the equivalent B-scans of both eyes based on the fovea-ONH axes. Since the fovea-ONH axes 

in OCT data are not available, at first, left and right fundus images are aligned according to their automatically 

detected fovea-ONH axes. Then, OCT data are registered to corresponding fundus images based on maximum 

similarity between en-face OCT data and fundus image in each eye. This two-stage alignment procedure depends 

on 1) the blood vessels, automatically extracted by Hessian analysis of directional curvelet sub-bands, and 2) the 

disc contour of ONH in fundus images, detected by Distance Regularized Level Set Evolution (DRLSE) algorithm. 

In the second phase, in order to calculate the local CDRs, the disc and cup boundaries are extracted from the 

aligned B-scans in left and right eyes. The disc boundary is limited by Bruch-Membrane opening, and the cup 

boundary is defined by retinal layer border. Therefore, Inner Limiting Membrane (ILM) and Retinal Pigment 

Epithelium (RPE) layers are extracted using ridgelet transform to find the disc-edge point and cup-edge point in 

each B-scan. Finally, the ratio of summed areas of cups to summed areas of discs is calculated in corresponding 

local regions to find the local CDRs. Using this method, we can also introduce a new index called local volumetric 

CDR (VCDR) by dividing the volume of cup in a specific region to the corresponding volume of disc extracted from 

OCT images of ONH. Forty healthy OCT datasets of size 650 ×512 ×128 (acquired from Topcon 3D OCT-1000) 

and corresponding 1536 ×1612 fundus images were used in this study. In addition to point-by-point comparison 

of CDRs in equivalent B-scans of aligned OCTs, the CDRs in upper, middle and lower regions were calculated and 

the maximum symmetry is observed in middle region. In addition, using local VCDR, the symmetry of 3D OCTs 

of both eyes is analyzed in 24 volumetric sectors. 
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. Introduction 

To study optic nerve head (ONH) parameters, cross-sectional images

B-scans) from ONH optical coherence tomography (OCT) [1,2] can

e investigated. Retinal OCT provides useful information about intra-

etinal layers like lamina cribrosa surface, Bruch’s Membrane (BM), the

order tissue of Elschnig, Retinal Pigment Epithelium (RPE) and its ter-

ination within the ONH ( Fig. 1 ). These features in OCT images allow

linicians to identify sclera canal opening or optic disc margin [3,4] . 

The analysis of symmetry has been used for early detection of eye

iseases such as glaucoma [5] . In [6] , it has been shown that the cup
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nd disc sizes of left and right eyes are similar in healthy eyes and in

7] the authors illustrated that Cup-to-Disc Ratios (CDRs) are similar in

oth eyes of normal subjects. The vertical Optic Disc (OD) diameter and

ertical optic CDR were investigated in [8] and the asymmetry analysis

n OD parameters in three groups (normal population, people having

cular Hypertension (OH), and people having Open-Angle Glaucoma

OAG)) were compared. All of these works are based on comparing reti-

al color fundus images in two eyes. However, symmetry analysis based

n other modalities such as OCT, may provide more detailed informa-

ion. For example, inaccurate disc margin can be extracted by clinicians

sing fundus images, since BM is invisible and the rim tissue orientation

s not considered in fundus images [9] ; so, OCT has been used for more

ccurate evaluation of the disc and cup margin [10] . In addition, OCT

an measure the shape of cup more precisely than stereo photographs;
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Fig. 1. Anatomical feature can be extracted 

from OCT data like lamina cribrosa surface, 

Bruch’s Membrane (BM), Retinal Pigment Ep- 

ithelium (RPE) and its termination within the 

ONH. (a) Normal histology from ONH, (b) sam- 

ple OCT B-scan. 
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specially for some slowly progressive diseases like glaucoma. In this

ase, three dimensional ONH parameters [11] such as B-scan-based anal-

sis of symmetry can provide appropriate measurements for progression

f glaucoma. 

To the best of our knowledge, up to now a few studies have been

eported for symmetry analysis in OCT images of right and left eyes [12–

7] . For example, in [12] , the symmetry of macular nerve fiber layer

nd optic disc measurements in healthy children was investigated. In

13] the symmetry of the Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer Thickness (RNFLT)

etween the right and left eyes in normal subjects was explored and the

ost important discrepancy area in RNFL was obtained. 

Most of these works perform their comparison without considering

ny automatic alignments between OCTs [14] . For symmetry analysis, it

s important to compare the equivalent parts together to classify the nor-

al against the range of abnormality. The similarity analysis between

he same classes would be performed more accurately, if the data ac-

uisition is performed based on the same anatomical positions in OCT

ata (such as the center of ONH). Even the recent studies which con-

ider the symmetry analysis of OCT data, are only limited on macula

nd automatic analysis of symmetry around ONH OCT scans has not

een reported yet. 
s  

n  

31 
Although automatic OCT image analysis has been of a great interest

uring current years [28–36] only a few works have been dedicated for

utomatic extraction of cup and disc in B-scans as a complicated job for

linicians to be done quickly and accurately. The only published work in

he current years that introduces a multimodal approach to use comple-

entary information in fundus image and OCT data for segmentation of

up and disc margin is reported in [34] . They show that cup boundary

nd Bruch’s Membrane Opening (BMO) ends are easier to detect in OCT

ata. 

In this paper that is an extension of [37] , the equivalent B-scans are

stimated based on aligning the retinal raphe (i.e., disk-fovea axes) in

ight and left eyes. Since the retinal raphe is not available in OCT im-

ges with small field of view, at first left and right fundus images are

ligned using their retinal raphae, then the en-face OCT projections and

undus images of each eye are registered together. The success of this

wo-step alignment process is mostly dependant on correct estimation of

etinal raphae (correct detection of macula and center of ONH). The cen-

er of macula is estimated by searching the end points of curvelet-based

xtracted vessels [38] in Fovea Avascular Zone (FAZ), and Distance Reg-

larized Level Set Evolution (DRLSE) algorithm is used to estimate the

enter of optic disc in fundus images [39] . After finding equivalent B-

cans in right and left eyes, Inner Limiting Membrane (ILM) and Reti-

al Pigment Epithelium (RPE) layers are detected using ridgelet-based
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Fig. 2. The proposed algorithm for alignment of OCTs in right eye. 

Fig. 3. The results of extraction of center of ONH and macula. (a) the initial contour around the brightest center, (b) the ONH boundary extraction using DRSLE, (c) 

the end points of vessels in FAZ, (d) two rings with radii 18 and 26 pixels around darkest pixel (the green point), (e) the best matched circle to the selected points 

between rings (the red point shows the center of this circle that is center of macula). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ethods to extract the disc-edge points and cup-edge points in each B-

can. In this case, a CDR can be extracted from each B-scan and a point-

y-point comparison of CDRs in right and left eyes would be provided. 

The main contributions of this work are: 

1. Introducing a new two-step alignment procedure based on extracted

features from macula, ONH and vessels of both color fundus and OCT

images for accurate alignment of B-scans of left and right eyes. 

2. Employing ridgelet transform for CDR extraction from each B-scan. 

3. Local comparison of CDRs in right and left eyes to recognize the best

region of symmetry in normal subjects. 
32 
4. Introducing a new index called volumetric CDR (VCDR), which

is based on a more accurate definition of CDR using volumetric

anatomical shape of cup and disc as a new tool for local compar-

ison of CDRs. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , the pro-

osed method in this paper for alignment of OCT images of right and

eft eyes is introduced and our ridgelet-based technique for CDR estima-

ion in each B-scan is described. Section 3 reports results of alignments

nd local comparison of CDRs in right and left eyes of normal subjects.

inally, this paper is concluded in Section 4 . 
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Fig. 4. Main steps for finding the end points of RPE layer. (a) the B-scan image, (b) the coefficient of ridgelet transform and the selected coefficients for image 

reconstruction, (c) the reconstructed image used for RPE layer segmentation, (d) the binary image after thresholding, (e) the end points of RPE layer (blue lines). 

(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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. Material and method 

.1. Materials 

In this paper, the fundus image and ONH OCT data from both eyes

f 40 healthy subjects captured by Topcon 3D OCT-1000 unit (Feyz

ye Hospital, Isfahan) are used for symmetry analysis of local CDRs

n right and left eyes. The dimension and resolution of OCT data are

50 ×512 ×128 and 125 μm ×3.25 μm ×7 μm, respectively. The .FDS

les of raw data are converted to .MAT file using OCT-EXPLORER soft-

are. In addition, the dimension of color fundus images is 1536 ×1612

n JPEG format. These data is collected from normal subjects with fol-

owing characteristics: 

1. Visual acuity is over 0.6. 

2. Power spherical is less than 0.3 diopter. 

3. Intra-Ocular Pressure (IOP) is less than 21 mm Hg. 

4. The subjects do not have family history of glaucoma and ocular in-

juries. 

5. The CDR is less than 0.6. 

6. The subjects are free of ocular and systemic disease that can affect
the retinal layers (for example diabetes mellitus). b  

33 
The data is available online in https://hrabbani.site123.me/available

atasets/oct-data-color-fundus-images-of-left-right-eyes-of-50-healthy- 

ersons . 

.2. Estimation of equivalent B-scans in left and right eyes 

For comparing the similar areas in two eyes, the OCT data of right

nd left eyes should be aligned. For this reason, the fovea-ONH axes

retinal raphae) of both eyes are used for registration. Since the field of

iew in OCT data does not cover both fovea and ONH, we align OCT

ata of both eyes by the help of their corresponding fundus images.

his alignment is composed of two series processes: i.e. 1) alignment of

undus images of both eyes, and 2) registration of fundus images with

heir corresponding en-face OCT projections ( Fig. 2 ). In [37] , the fun-

us images were registered based on alignment of the retinal raphae to

orizontal line. The center of macula and ONH were estimated based

n searching the darkest and brightest areas in the middle of fundus

mages, respectively [37] . In this study as an extended version of [37] ,

he center of macula and ONH are estimated more accurately using the

ollowing procedure: 

The initial estimate of center of ONH is obtained by searching the

rightest pixel in fundus image. The estimated center of ONH can be

https://hrabbani.site123.me/available-datasets/oct-data-color-fundus-images-of-left-right-eyes-of-50-healthy-persons
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Fig. 5. Improvement of RPE break points. (a) The projection image that the blue 

points are initial RPE break points, the yellow curve is the disc margin extracted 

in projection image by active contour and the green point is modified RPE break 

point in projection image. (b) the corresponding B-scan that the blue and green 

lines in are corresponding to blue and green points in a. (For interpretation of 

the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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mproved using active contour [30] . For this reason, we use a window

round the brightest pixel as initial contour of DRLSE algorithm and

egment the ONH boundary. Then the center of ONH is obtained by

veraging the position of boundary pixels ( Fig. 3 a and b). 

The center of macula is extracted based on the main characteristics

f FAZ, i.e. (1) this region is the darkest area in the middle of fundus

mage, (2) FAZ is a vessel-free area which can be obtained by finding the

nd points of vessels [40] . In this base, the initial point for the center

f macula is found by searching and averaging the darkest pixels in

he center of fundus image, and the final point is obtained using the

tructure of vessels. At first, the initial point is considered as the center of

wo rings with radii 18 and 26 pixels (the value are obtained empirically.

hen, the end-points of curvelet-based extracted vessels [38] between

hese rings are detected and the center of best circle matched to these

oints is considered as center of macula ( Fig. 3 c–e). 

After registration of color fundus images of left and right eyes based

n alignment of their fovea-ONH axes, the OCT data are registered to

heir corresponding aligned fundus images. This can be done by first

nding the best scaling parameter and then obtaining the optimum

mount of rotation based on applying a multi-step correlation-based

ethod [37] on extracted vessels from en-face OCT projection and fun-

us images. So, the final aligned OCT data of each eye is obtained by

pplying the registration parameters of en-face OCT projection image to

ll 2D x-y slices in 3D OCT data ( Fig. 2 ). 

.3. Local comparing of CDRs in right & left eyes 

.3.1. Calculating CDRs in each B-scan 

There are different definitions for CDR using OCT B-scan images [41–

4] . In this paper, we use the cup and disc boundary definition intro-

uced by Wang et.al. [42] . For segmentation of the disc and cup edge

oints, it is necessary to extract the ILM and RPE layers in B-scans. For

his reason, ridgelet transform [45] is utilized to modify B-scan images

nd ILM and RPE layers are segmented based on A-scan analysis of modi-

ed B-scans. The disc boundary is determined as the minimum distance

etween RPE break points in ONH [46] . These points show BMO and

isc margin in projection images [3] . The vertical position of disc edge

oint is at the end of RPE layer (the blue dash lines in Fig. 6 a), and the

orizontal position of disc edge point is the position of ILM layer on the

elected column (the white points on blue dash lines in Fig. 6 a). The

up points are detected on half of the depth of cup at ILM layer (the

hite points on red dash lines in Fig. 6 a), where the cup depth is the

istance between disc edge point and the top of the Lamina Cribrosa

the deepest point in ILM layer) [41] . So, it is necessary to detect the

PE breakpoints and ILM layer in B-scan images. 

egmentation of ILM and RPE layers and RPE break points. The ILM layer

s the topmost layer in RNFL that is detected by A-scan analysis in each

olumn. At first, the binary image of each B-scan is created by thresh-

lding with an optimum threshold (the threshold value is selected to be

.4 times of the Otsu threshold). In the binary image, the retinal fiber

ayer is distinguished from vitreous and the topmost point in each A-scan

s detected as boundary of ILM. The speckle noise may create artifacts

n segmentation of ILM layer which can be corrected by restricting the

istance between neighborhood pixels. 

The RPE layer is the brightest amongst retinal layers; so, we can de-

ect it by thresholding the high-intensity pixels of image. However, the

xtra points near the ONH would distort the segmented RPE layer. Re-

embering the anatomical structure of RPE, the ridgelet transform is

mployed to extract edges with near to horizontal direction in ridgelet

ubbands. The ridgelet transform is a multiscale orientation-selective

ransform developed to detect the line singularities in natural images

47] . In this work, the coefficients of the ridgelet transform are modi-

ed for segmenting the almost horizontally layered structure of retina,

hich can be approximately proposed as line singularities in specific di-

ections. Comparing to wavelet transform, ridgelets are useful tools to
34 
etect the line and curve structures instead of point singularities. Each

idgelet subband is representing a limited orientation and resolution. For

mproving the layered structure of retina, the coefficients between − 30

o 30° in middle band are selected and other coefficients are set to zero.

n the next step, the reconstructed image is constructed by applying in-

erse ridgelet transform. The image is then thresholded by 1.4 times of

tsu threshold for extraction of RPE layer. In this method, selection of

 limited range of orientation for image reconstruction, restricts the dis-

ontinuity in the extracted RPE. Finally, the disc margin in each B-scan

s detected by selecting the maximum distance between RPE breakpoints

n ONH. Fig. 4 shows the result of each step for segmenting RPE layer

nd finding RPE break points. 

The other problem in segmentation of RPE layer is presence of blood

essels near the ONH. The shadow of these vessels may corrupt the end

egion of RPE near the ONH. To overcome this problem, the following

teps are proposed: 

• The vessels of en-face OCT projection image are extracted using

curvelet transform [38] . The curvelet transform decomposes the in-

put image to multi-directional outputs, so, it can extract the thin and

low contrast vessels in each direction [48] . In this method, curvelet

sub-bands are extracted and vessel centerlines in each sub-band are

segmented using intensity and eigenvalues features. Finally, the ves-

sel of selected sub-bands are combined together and false detected

vessels are removed [38] . 
• The disc margin in projection image is segmented using active

counter and the vessels out of disc are selected. 
• In the projection image, we select a window around the disc edge

point and this window is searched for presence of vessels. If any

vessel would be detected, the RPE break point is transferred to the

end of vessels in border of disc margin in projection image. 

Therefore, the incorrect RPE break points are improved by position

f disc margin in projection image. This algorithm shifts the initial end

oints of RPE layer to the end point of vessels out of the disc ( Fig. 5 ). 

etection of cup and disc edge points in projection image. As mentioned

bove, the disc edge points are determined with ends of RPE layer and

he cup edge points are determined in half of distance between disc edge

oints and the deepest point in ILM layer. These results are shown in

ig. 6 a and these points in each B-scan are transferred to corresponding

can position in the en-face OCT projection image. After finding CDRs
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Fig. 6. Extraction of cup and disc margin in each B-scan. (a) Definition of cup and disc in each OCT B-scan and their corresponding points in en-face OCT projection 

image. (b) Mapping of extracted cup and disc points from B-scans to corresponding fundus image. 
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1 As we can see in Fig. 6 b, the complete OD and cup boundaries are not avail- 

able and the OD boundary is not as typically expected at the bottom sector. 

By radial capturing of B-scans, these limitations would be resolved and so ra- 

dial B-scan extraction is only needed when the original OCT data is captured in 
n each B-scan, we can evaluate area CDRs in projection image. Simi-

arly, the disc edge points and cup edge points in en-face OCT projection

mage are transferred to fundus image (after registration of en-face and

undus images) demonstrated in Fig. 6 b. As we can see, the area sur-

ounded by disc edge points (blue points) would be the disc area, and

he area surrounded by cup edge points (red points) would be the cup

rea. Therefore, the global CDR is obtained by dividing the cup area to

isc area. For analysis of local CDRs, we separate the disc area to three

egions, i.e. upper, middle and lower region of disc and the local CDR

s obtained in each region. 

.3.2. Volumetric CDRs 

In order to have a better approach to evaluate the CDRs we intro-

uce a new definition of CDR based on the volumetric shapes of cup

nd disc. The corresponding cup area in each B-scan is the surface sur-

ounded between the connecting line of two disc edge points and the

LM layer. Similarly, the corresponding disc area in each B-scan is the

urface surrounded between the connecting line of two disc edge points

nd the lamina sclera border. 

In order to have a definition of volumetric cup & disc, at first a short

escription about anatomical structure of cup and disc is presented (ac-

ording to Fig. 1 ). The optic disc is the area in the posterior pole where

he ganglion cell axons converge to exit the eye and leave towards the

rain. A dense fibrous tissue, the Elsching’s ring, defines its margins.

he neuroretinal rim that contains the retinal ganglion cells axons cov-

rs the disc area and the cup is in the center of disc without retinal cells.

he ganglion cells axons leave the eye by pricking the lamina cribrosa

thinned part of the sclera). The axons are arranged in bundles and exit

he eye from the tiny holes of the lamina cribrosa to form optic nerves.

he size of optic disc and the number of the axons that travel through

ptic disc make the real size and shape of the cup and rim. The morpho-

ogical features of the optic disc including disc edge point, ILM layer and

PE-break points (Elsching’s ring) and lamina cribrosa should be taken

nto account in order to estimate the ONH [49] . 

The lamina sclera border is undetectable in parallel B-scans captured

rom optic nerve head. So, we restructured radial B-scans to evaluate

isc volume. The main steps to calculate the volumetric CDRs are de-

cribed as below: 
p

35 
.3.2.1. Radial B-scan extraction 1 . Parallel OCT B-scans do not cover

he center of optic nerve head needed for detection of lamina cribrosa

appointed around of optic nerve head). So, we extracted the radial B-

cans from 3D-OCT data. For this purpose, each radial B-scan in specific

irection 𝜃 is obtained by axial rotation of 3D-OCT data ( 𝜃 𝜖 [0°, 360°))

round the center of ONH. Indeed, the central B-scan in each 𝜃-rotated

ata would be the radial B-scan oriented in 360°− 𝜃. If we produce R

adial B-scans from each OCT volume, i.e. 

𝑖 = 𝑖 × ( π∕R ) ◦, 𝑖 = 0 , 1 , ..., R − 1 . (1)

.3.2.2. Extraction of disc and cup boundary in each radial B-scan. The

isc edge point, ILM layer and Elsching’s ring are obtained using the

roposed method in Section 2.3.1 . The lamina cribrosa is dense fibrous

nder ILM layer that intensity of its pixels in OCT data are different from

up area and vitreous ( Fig. 1 ). The disc area is the surface surrounded to

he connecting line of two disc edge points and the lamina sclera border

imited to RPE break points (shown with green area in Fig. 7 a). The cup

rea is the surface surrounded between the connecting line of two disc

dge points and ILM layer (shown with red area in Fig. 7 a). The cup

overs center part of disk without neroretinal fibers. 

.3.2.3. Calculating the local volumetric CDR for each sector between two

adial B-scans. To estimate the local volume of cup and disc between

wo radial B-scans, the sector volumes should be approximated ( Fig. 7 b).

In order to calculate the disc volume of each sector, we add the ver-

ical quasi-rectangular pages from the disc center to RPE break-points

s shown in Fig. 7 b; i.e. 

 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 

∑𝑅𝑃𝐸 _ 𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘 

𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠 c _ 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 
ℎ 𝑟𝑖 ⋅ 𝑟 𝑖 ⋅

(
𝜋

R 

)
, (2) 

here ℎ 𝑟 𝑖 shows the height of i th vertical page and 𝑟 𝑖 ∗ ( 
𝜋

R ) is an approx-

mation of its width (the length of each arc with 𝜋
◦

R angle and r i radius).

or 40 healthy subjects captured by Topcon 3D OCT-1000 unit in this

tudy, we produced 12 radial B-scans from each OCT volume, so, we can

ompare VCDRs between left and right eyes locally and the symmetry

etween two eyes in 24 volumetric sectors would be evaluated. 
arallel. 
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Fig. 7. Calculation of local volumetric CDR (VCDR). (a) A sample radial B-scan of OCT data obtained by axial rotation of 3D OCT data around the center of ONH. 

The disc area is the surface between line that connect two disk edge points and lamina sclera border (green area). The cup area is the surface between line that 

connect two disc edge points and ILM layer (red area). (b) The volume of cup and disc and the local volume restricted between two radial B-scans. (For interpretation 

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 8. The comparison of cup depths before and after alignment. (a) and (b) 

show right and left original OCT data, (c) and (d) show corresponding B-scans 

in left and right eyes before alignment, (e) and (f) show corresponding B-scans 

in left and right eyes after alignment. Double Arrow shows that the equivalent 

B-scans have similar cup depths. 
. Results 

.1. Alignment of B-scans of right and left eyes 

The OCT data from ONH of right and left eyes of 40 healthy subjects

aptured by a Topcon 3D OCT-1000 unit (as described in Section 2.1 )

re aligned according to proposed method in Fig. 2 . Then the point-

o-point CDRs are obtained from extracted cup and disc points (area)

n corresponding B-scans of left and right OCT data. In order to show

he accuracy of our described method in Section 2.3.1 , the detected disc

argin by our method was compared against manual expert marking for

25 B-scans and an error of 10.25 ± 18.78 pixels (i.e. 32.03 ± 58.68 𝜇m)

as obtained. Since the mean value of disc margins is 145.07 ± 38.96,

he error of proposed method would be 7% ( 10 . 25 145 . 07 ≈ 0 . 07 ). 
We can compare the corresponding B-scans before and after align-

ent visually. Fig. 8 shows two corresponding B-scans before and after

lignment. After this alignment, the equivalent B-scans in two eyes are

elected based on the fovea-ONH axis. Therefore, the B-scan from the

enter of the ONH and macula in two eyes are equivalent. We can fig-

re out the similarity between two equivalents B-scans in two eyes by

omparing the depths of cup. It shows that the equivalent B-scans have

imilar cup depths ( Fig. 8 ). Difference between the depth of correspond-

ng B-scans in right and left eyes is evaluated for comparing the simi-

arity between B-scan after alignment. This difference after alignment is

3.792 ± 30.303 pixels (that is less than 15% of cup depth) while it was

56.30 ± 66.24 before the alignment. After alignment, the B-scans are

alid enough for comparison of clinical features in both eyes. 

.2. Analysis of point-to-point symmetry and local symmetry of CDRs and 

CDRs in left and right eyes 

For local analysis of CDRs, the disc area is separated to three regions,

.e. upper, middle and lower regions. The analysis of local symmetry in

ifferent regions is useful to find the best region to survey symmetry

n normal subjects. The mean and Standard Deviation (SD) of CDRs in

eft and right OCT data, along with difference between CDRs of left and

ight eyes are shown in Table 1 . This table shows that the difference

etween CDRs of left and right eyes is less in the middle region, i.e. the

ost symmetry is observed in the middle region. 

The other analysis of symmetry is comparing two signals of CDRs,

hich each point in these signals corresponds to CDR in a specific part of

NH. As a result, a point-to-point comparison between CDRs of right and
36 
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Table 1 

Comparison of local CDRs in left and right eyes of 40 healthy 

subjects. 

CDR Mean STD MD SD 

Upper region Right eyes 0.43 0.055 0.049 0.043 

Left eyes 0.44 0.064 

Middle region Right eyes 0.43 0.061 0.042 0.039 

Left eyes 0.44 0.074 

lower region Right eyes 0.40 0.063 0.068 0.046 

Left eyes 0.42 0.068 

STD: Standard Deviation. 

MD: Mean of Difference between CDR in left and right eyes. 

SD: Standard deviation of Difference between CDR in left and 

right eyes. 

Fig. 9. The cup to disc ratio in left and right eyes of a sample data. Note that 

the number of B-scans is limited from 45 to75, because only these B-scans are 

remained in the common area between two eyes after alignment. 

l  

f

 

e  

Fig. 11. The difference between disc margin detected based on the end points 

of RPE in OCT B-scans and the segmented optic disc by changing intensity of 

color in fundus image. The green curve is disc margin in fundus image extracted 

by active contour and the blue and red points are respectively the disc and cup 

margins depicted based on transferring the disc and cup points from OCT B- 

scans to fundus image. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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d  
eft eyes is provided with potential to lead to a new imaging biomarker

or eye disease detection ( Fig. 9 ). 

As another comparison strategy, symmetry analysis between two

yes using local VCDRs is performed using the proposed method in
Fig. 10. The local VCDRs in 24 se

37 
ection 2.3.2 (each radial B-scan is segmented to two areas vertically,

.e. 24 sectors are used for local VCDR analysis). Fig. 10 shows the local

CDRs in 24 sectors. 

The mean value of local VCDRs in all 24 sectors for 40 data is

.3249 ± 0.0715 and 0.3344 ± 0.0748 for left and right eyes, respec-

ively. The mean of difference between left and right local VCDRs is

.0284 ± 0.0184. The difference between each sector of two eyes are

ess than 10% of local VCDR, so there are similarity between corre-

ponding sectors of two eyes in normal subjects and this analysis is a

ood candidate to determine abnormality automatically. 

.3. Extraction of cup and disc margin in fundus image 

As we explained before, our method is based on registration of fun-

us image and OCT data. So, we can transfer the disc and cup edge
ctors of left and right eyes. 
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Fig. 12. The similarity between disc mar- 

gin identified by internal edge of scleral in 

color fundus images and disc margin ex- 

tracted based on B-scans. (a) the disc margin 

identified by internal edge of scleral (white 

arrows show the inner margins of appearing 

white rim) [7] . (b) the fundus image and es- 

timated thin rim (white arrows) of sclera in a 

sample data of our dataset. (c) the disc mar- 

gin reconstructed based on B-scans in sam- 

ple data. 

Table 2 

Comparison of local CDRs in left and right eyes of healthy subjects. 

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Nasal Left eye 0.3984 0.08602 0.03512 

Right eye 0.5075 0.12543 0.05121 

Superior Left eye 0.4446 0.09576 0.03909 

Right eye 0.4180 0.12847 0.05245 

Temporal Left eye 0.4881 0.12939 0.05282 

Right eye 0.3757 0.08949 0.03653 

Inferior Left eye 0.4121 0.11097 0.04530 

Right eye 0.4120 0.09680 0.03952 
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Table 3 

Comparison of local CDRs in left and right eyes of unhealthy subjects. 

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Nasal Left eye 0.4967 0.12723 0.04809 

Right eye 0.5400 0.12200 0.04611 

Superior Left eye 0.4674 0.11438 0.04323 

Right eye 0.4930 0.12649 0.04781 

Temporal Left eye 0.4819 0.11527 0.04357 

Right eye 0.3991 0.09552 0.03610 

Inferior Left eye 0.4926 0.08317 0.03144 

Right eye 0.5084 0.10198 0.03855 
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oints of each B-scan to the fundus image and compare the edge of disc

nd cup in two modality of data (i.e. color fundus imaging and OCT).

n Fig. 11 , the disc margin by analysis of OCT is shown with blue points

nd extracted disc margin from fundus image is shown by green curve

that is segmented by variation in brightness of fundus image). There

re some displacement between disc margins in two modalities that this

nconsistence is in agreement with results of other recent researches

31,32] . 

Exact anatomical localization of disc is not possible in fundus images

ecause exact definition is a white rim (internal edge of scleral) which is

ccasionally visible in fundus images ( Fig. 12 a and b) [3] , however the

roposed method is capable of localizing this exact margin using OCT

mages rather than fundus images as illustrated in Fig. 12 c. 

.4. Volumetric local CDR as a new biomarker for glaucoma detection 

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed volumetric local

DR measure as a new biomarker, 7 healthy and 7 glaucoma data cap-

ured by Heidelberg Spectralis were used to quantitatively demonstrate

he efficacy of the extracted CDRs for diagnosis of ocular diseases such

s Glaucoma. Each data contains a 1536 ×1536 scanning laser ophthal-

oscopy (SLO) image and 24 radial 496 ×768 B-scans. 2 Tables 2 and 3

espectively show the comparison results of local CDRs in left and right

yes of healthy and glaucoma subjects in 4 sectors: Superior, Inferior,

asal and Temporal. Accordingly, Tables 4 and 5 show the results of

aired samples test of local CDRs in left and right eyes of healthy and

laucoma subjects, respectively. Since the p-values are more than 0.05

n all sectors of healthy subjects (last column of Table 4 ), we can con-

lude that there is no significant difference between calculated CDRs in

orresponding sectors of left and right eyes of healthy subjects. How-

ver, for glaucoma subjects the p-value in temporal section is less than

.05, which means the symmetry between calculated CDRs in temporal
2 The dataset is accessible from https://hrabbani.site123.me/available- 

atasets/onh-based-oct-of-7-healthy-and-7-glaucoma-data-captured-by- 

eidelberg-spectralis . 

l  

c  

f  

t  

d

38 
ections of right and left eyes is not valid for glaucoma subjects (i.e.

here is a significant differences between temporal CDRs in right and

eft eyes). 

The accuracy of our described method in Section 2.3.2 for VCDR cal-

ulation was evaluated by comparing the average error between com-

uted VCDR and ground-truth VCDR in the Superior, Inferior, Nasal and

emporal sectors ( Table 6 ). 

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed volumetric local

DR measure for diagnosis of glaucoma, the paired samples correlations

f VCDRs in left and right eyes of healthy and unhealthy subjects (in

uperior, Inferior, Nasal and Temporal sections) have been shown in

ables 7 and 8 , respectively. 

Since the p-value in both healthy and glaucoma subjects in temporal

ection is less than 0.05, and the correlation between VCDRs between

eft and right eyes of healthy subjects are greater than glaucoma sub-

ects, we can conclude that local VCDR in temporal section can be used

s a biomarker for glaucoma detection. In these tables, the correlation

nd p-values using ground-truth segmentations are also reported. Since

 similar trend is observed for the Superior, Inferior, Nasal and Tem-

oral sectors between the computed and the ground truth VCDRs (i.e.,

nly the temporal sector is important), it can be concluded that the ob-

erved trends are anatomical and not caused by errors in the ONH and

up segmentation. 

Moreover, in order to show that volumetric local CDR measure is

ore helpful than the local CDR measure in the detection of diseases

uch as glaucoma, the paired samples correlations of local CDRs in left

nd right eyes of healthy and unhealthy subjects (in Superior, Inferior,

asal and Temporal sections) have been shown in Tables 9 and 10 , re-

pectively. 

Since the p-values in corresponding sections in these tables are not

ess than 0.05, we can conclude that correlation of local CDRs between

orresponding sections of left and right eyes cannot be used as a criterion

or disease classification, while according to Tables 6 and 7 we observed

hat correlation of VCDRs in temporal section can be used for glaucoma

etection. 

https://hrabbani.site123.me/available-datasets/onh-based-oct-of-7-healthy-and-7-glaucoma-data-captured-by-heidelberg-spectralis
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Table 4 

Paired Samples test of local CDRs in left & right eyes of healthy subjects. 

Paired Differences P-value 

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Nasal Left eye–Right eye − 0.10908 0.16498 0.06735 .166 

Superior Left eye–Right eye 0.02659 0.08705 0.03554 .488 

Temporal Left eye–Right eye 0.11240 0.12526 0.05114 .079 

Inferior Left eye–Right eye 0.00010 0.09689 0.03956 .998 

Table 5 

Paired Samples test of local CDRs in left and right eyes of unhealthy subjects. 

Paired Differences P-value 

Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Nasal Left eye–Right eye − 0.04335 0.16441 0.06214 .512 

Superior Left eye–Right eye − 0.02554 0.12034 0.04548 .595 

Temporal Left eye–Right eye 0.08274 0.07549 0.02853 .027 

Inferior Left eye–Right eye − 0.01588 0.14134 0.05342 .776 

Table 6 

Average error between computed VCDRs and Ground-truth VCDRs in the I,S,N,T sectors. 

Healthy Unhealthy 

Mean of error Std of error Mean error Std of error 

Nasal − 0.00539 0.061 − 0.017 0.020 

Superior 0.00103 0.054 − 0.032 0.021 

Temporal − 0.0109 0.045 − 0.023 0.032 

Inferior 0.0089 0.052 − 0.018 0.016 

Table 7 

Paired Samples Correlations of local VCDRs in left and right eyes of healthy subjects. 

Computed VCDR Ground-truth VCDR 

Correlation P-value Correlation P-value 

Nasal Left eye & Right eye .673 .097 0.571 .237 

Superior Left eye & Right eye 0.901 .006 0.801 .056 

Temporal Left eye & Right eye 0.954 .001 0.910 .012 

Inferior Left eye & Right eye 0.974 .000 0.926 .008 

Table 8 

Paired Samples Correlations of local VCDRs in left and right eyes of unhealthy subjects. 

Computed VCDR Ground-truth VCDR 

Correlation P-value Correlation P-value 

Nasal Left eye & Right eye 0.619 .138 0.714 .071 

Superior Left eye & Right eye 0.614 .142 0.438 .325 

Temporal Left eye & Right eye 0.870 .011 0.893 .007 

Inferior Left eye & Right eye 0.431 .334 0.411 .360 

Table 9 

Paired Samples Correlations of local CDRs in left and right eyes of healthy subjects. 

Correlation P-value 

Nasal Left eye & Right eye 0.130 .781 

Superior Left eye & Right eye 0.505 .248 

Temporal Left eye & Right eye 0.759 .048 

Inferior Left eye & Right eye − 0.157 .737 

Table 10 

Paired Samples Correlations of local CDRs in left and right eyes of unhealthy subjects. 

Correlation P-value 

Nasal Left eye & Right eye − 0.189 .719 

Superior Left eye & Right eye 0.736 .096 

Temporal Left eye & Right eye 0.391 .443 

Inferior Left eye & Right eye 0.572 .235 

39 
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. Conclusion 

CDRs are used for analysis of symmetry in normal subjects. In order

o have a more accurate symmetry analysis, the local CDRs can be com-

ared in both eyes of one person. For this purpose, in first step the left

nd right OCT datasets are aligned by first registration of left and right

olor fundus images and then registration of en-face OCT projection im-

ges by their corresponding color fundus images. Then the equivalent

-scans are estimated in both eyes in same anatomical position (that

ave same cup depth). In the next step, the cup and disc boundaries in

ach B-scan of OCT data are extracted based on modification of ridgelet

oefficients for segmentation ILM and RPE layers and finding the end-

oints of RPE layer (disc margin in each B-scan). After finding the cup

nd disc points in each B-scan, the similarity index between two eyes

an be extracted locally. In this base, we evaluated the local-CDRs in

hree regions. In addition, we introduced a new biomarker called local

olumetric CDR (VCDR) based on volumetric anatomical shape of cup

nd disc and used it for local comparison of CDRs in 24 corresponding

olumetric sectors of 3D OCT data in right and left eyes. This method

an be used to extract CDRs in abnormal subjects and to classify normal

nd abnormal subjects (e.g. for glaucoma subjects) based on symmetry

nalysis. The global CDR in normal subjects has a wide range (between

.0–0.9) which depends on disc size (CDRs are low in small optic nerve

ead and high in large ONH). Furthermore, in individuals with astig-

atic myopic less than − 8D, global CDRs do not differ significantly be-

ween normal and glaucoma persons. This suggests that local analysis

f symmetry can be more important to classify normal and glaucoma

ubjects in presence of other abnormalities. 

In this paper, we used the fundus images to provide the required

nformation about macula/fovea end extract the retinal raphe for align-

ent of B-scans in right & left eyes. However, when the fundus images

re not available we may be able to estimate the location of fovea using

he vessel map of OCT enface images of ONH (e.g. by parabola fitting

50] ). 
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